Durand Line Permanent Afghan-Pakistan Border

KARUL - The United States recognises the Durand Line as an international border between Afghanistan and Pakistan, the State Department said on Thursday.

Two days back, former president Hamid Karzai had refused to recognise Durand Line as a permanent border between the two countries. He insisted the border had to be widened. Karzai's remarks are in line with the position taken by successive Afghan governments over the decades. The 240-mile border was established in 1893 following an agreement between Sir Mortim er Durand, a representative of British India, and Khan Abdul Rahim Khan, Addressing a news conference in Washington, State Department spokesman John Kirby said "We don't have any new policies with respect to the borders of Afghanistan."

Asked if the US recognised the Durand Line as the final border between Afghanistan and Pakistan, Kirby replied: "It's the recognised border, and we recognise the borders of Afghanistan." [Pulskar]

CEO's Office Urges Action over Implementation of ERC Recommendations

JALALABAD - Donah Reliance has so far killed as many as 600 people over the past four months in Achin district in eastern Nangarhar province, said local officials.

Achic district governor, Haj Ghol, told TOLOnews on Thursday that the newly-emerged ethnic group has also been running firing parties in Achin - where Halatoi ruled - when the group's chief for the region was killed alongside with his senior commanders this year in July.

The group - which originated in Iraq and Syria - has also taken nearly 100 people hostage regularly. Including tribal elders, tribal leaders and government officials, Haj Ghol said: "I have a list which shows that Donah has killed more than 60 civilians," Ghol said. [More on P49]

USA, China Say Have Shared Stakes in Afghanistan’s Success

WASHINGTON - The United States and China have shared stakes in the success of afghanistan, top diplomats said, reiterating their commitment to providing an Afghanistan reconciliation process. "In this vital mission, the good news is that you (the US and China) are united," The US and China have a stake in your success, a pledge that our two countries renewed in June at our Strategic and Economic Dialogue," said Deputy Secretary of State Antony Blinken. [More on P6]

Sayyaf's Remarks on Taliban Widely Hailed

Karzai Doubts Al-Qaeda Ever Operated in Afghanistan

KARUL - Mohammad Mohajir, the second deputy to Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the government of Afghanistan has said that "some of the neighboring countries have mad in Ghazni.

Talking to the gathering commemorating the 14th death anniversary of Ahmad Shah Massoud, Mohajir said that Ghazni is an atomic power because of Afghanistan. He said when Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan in intention to occupy Pakistan. [More on P49]

KARUL - In a recent statement, former Taliban leader Abdul Rasul Sayyaf strongly criticized the Taliban for carrying out attacks against civilians, and called the group's activities totally un-Islamic and against Al Qaida's values. "I want them [the Taliban] to free themselves of others' slavery. If they have any objections they should." [More on P6]

KARUL - The former Afghan President Hamid Karzai has slammed the presence of al-Qaeda in the country, saying it is "an enemy of the enemy." In an excerpt of an interview with Al Jazeera English's "UpFront," Karzai said: "I don't know if Al Qaeda existed and I don't know if they exist in Afghanistan."

[The interview - More on P6]
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Afghani Dips Versus US Dollar, Fuel Prices Usurp

KARUL - The Afghan currency dipped against the US dollar in the national stock market on Friday, with the greenback growing in value as tension in the region escalated. The US dollar was trading at 105.15 on the black market, compared to 104.90 on Thursday. The Afghan National Bank (ANB) said the bank was working to stabilize currency markets and reduce the impact of the greenback. At the same time, the value of the Afghan currency has dropped against the US dollar, with the Afghan currency value changing from 105.15 to 104.90.

Family of Slain NDS Officers Seeks Justice

KARUL - The family of an Afghan National Directorate of Security (NDS) officer, who was killed in a recent attack, has called for the authorities to take action against the perpetrators. The family members said they were frustrated with the lack of progress in the investigation and the government's failure to provide justice for their loved one.

Ghazni Collision Leaves 1 Dead, 25 Wounded

GHAZNI - A roadside bomb in Ghazni province killed one person and wounded 25 others on Saturday. The bomb was planted near a police checkpoint in the district of Ghazni. The bomb was set off by a suspect who had entered the police checkpoint on foot. The suspect was then killed in the explosion.

Air Strike Pushes Back Taliban from Baghlan

MAZAR-E-SHARIF - The Afghan air force has conducted a series of strikes against Taliban positions in Baghlan province. The strikes were aimed at disrupting Taliban supply lines and neutralizing their capabilities. The Afghan air force has been actively engaged in air strikes against the Taliban in recent weeks, with the number of strikes increasing significantly.

Roadside Bomb Kills 2 Police, Wounds 3 in Ghazni

KARUL - A roadside bomb killed two police officers and wounded three others in Ghazni province on Friday. The bomb was set off near a police checkpoint in the district of Ghazni. The bomb was set off by a suspect who had entered the police checkpoint on foot. The suspect was then killed in the explosion.

Openhouse Outlook

Cancer (June 21-July 20)

It seems as if you’re lingering in a dream world, which is where your work and projects in the real world will come to life. Your inherent drive to create new and innovative ideas will help you make your mark.

Libra (Sept 23-Oct 22)

You’re well-equipped to make the day fly quicker because you’re eager to return to your old routine. You might even be too focused on making sure you don’t miss out on anything.

Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec 21)

As your career and professional life continue to evolve, ensure that your goals and aspirations remain in line with your overall life goals. This will help you make progress in your career.

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19)

You continue to do your best at meeting your obligations, but your goal is to find a balance that allows you to relax and enjoy life more.

Virgo (Aug 23-Sept 22)

You are often tempted to give in to your impulses, but you need to remember to focus on your long-term goals.

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19)

You may be feeling a bit overwhelmed, but your passion is what drives you to keep going. Keep pushing forward, and you’ll see the results.

Libra (Sept 23-Oct 22)

You are often tempted to give in to your impulses, but you need to remember to focus on your long-term goals.

Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec 21)

As your career and professional life continue to evolve, ensure that your goals and aspirations remain in line with your overall life goals. This will help you make progress in your career.
Entangled Amidst Recklessness

By Asmatsari

Most of the problems we encounter on daily accounts are caused by the reception and dissemination of the message of the quasid and the quasid and to suit the ideological purpose of the government. Conclusively, efforts have been made in the past to extend the influence of the quasid on the public. However, this situation is further worsened by the fact that the quasid and the quasid are widely misunderstood. The purpose of this paper is to show how the quasid can be interpreted as the root cause of the current situation.

There has been a widespread belief among those who do not understand quasid that the quasid is a tool to control and manipulate the population. This belief is not without foundation as the quasid has been used in the past to achieve various political objectives.

The quasid is an entity that has been created by the government to serve its own interests. It is not a true reflection of the population's needs and desires. The quasid has been used as a weapon to control and manipulate the population.
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11. SAFETY PORTS

The safety port's capacity is currently insufficient for this reason and will be increased to the rated budget by more than 90% from the current budget until 2020. This means that the energy crisis will be solved in the future.

The safety port's importance is a result of the development of the oil industry. The safety port is responsible for the safe storage and transfer of oil.

12. SADAY'S REMARKS

As individuals have in Afghanistan's agricultural revolution, it is a great opportunity for individuals to secure a better future and be successful in the future.

The training program would equip you, not just your best and brightest, with the skills you need to represent Afghanistan in the world.

Continuing to talk about the training and the work the government has done to help Afghanistan. We are committed to ensuring that our citizens are included in the world's top employment opportunities.

If you are interested in being a part of the government's training program, please contact the Ministry of Education for more information.

13. XIN HAVANA

(On BBC recommendations), Faisal said.

The radio is intended to provide information about the current situation in the region and the future developments of the government.

Afghanistan is becoming a stable and prosperous country. This continent is often the center of attention, but it is also the destination for Afghan refugees.

On October 26, 2019, the new government of Afghanistan was established.

The government is committed to fight against corruption, poverty, and drug-related problems. The government has taken several steps to improve the situation, and the progress is visible.

14. CHINA

China is the world's largest and most populous country. The country's economy has been growing rapidly in recent years. China is a major player in global politics and economics.

China is a member of the United Nations and participates in international forums. The country is a leader in efforts to combat climate change.

China has been investing heavily in renewable energy and has set ambitious targets for reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
Russia to Washington: Talk to Us over Syria or Risk ‘Unintended Incidents’

MOSCOW — Russia called on Friday for a direct military dialogue with the United States, warning it was preparing for “unintended incidents” if tensions continue to rise. Moscow’s top diplomat was responding to reports that Western officials said Moscow is building up its military presence in Syria, threatening the United States with a direct military confrontation.

The United States is heading a strong international campaign to stop/.. air strikes against Islamic State targets in Syria, and a German defense analyst is considering the prospect of a diplomatic or military confrontation with Russia. He will be accompanied by a delegation from the Syrian Foreign Ministry.

But Moscow supports the government of Assad, while the United States says its presence makes the situation worse.

Russia has more than 30,000 troops deployed in Syria, including 10,000 in the Damascus region alone. The United States has more than 2,000 troops in Jordan, northern Iraq, and the neighboring countries. The two countries have been at odds over Syria for years.

 roam around the world, in the dark and in the dark. They are everywhere, from the United States to the United Kingdom, from Europe to Asia. They are everywhere, from the United States to the United Kingdom, from Europe to Asia.

Russia’s Putin to Offer Help to Crisis-hit Tajikistan on Visit Next Week

Tajikistan’s president said on Friday that Russia could offer military and economic assistance to his country, which is facing a severe drought and a power crisis.

Moscow has offered aid to Tajikistan before, but this is the first time it has been offered to the central Asian country.

The crisis in Tajikistan has been exacerbated by the drought, which has reduced the country’s hydroelectric power generation.

Moscow has a military base in Tajikistan and could provide military support if needed.

An Iron Dress Oil Price

Steelmakers in China are struggling with a weak demand for steel, which has led to a decrease in iron ore prices.

Iron ore prices have fallen more than 20% in the past year, hitting steel producers hard.

Iron ore prices are expected to remain low for the rest of the year, according to analysts.

Eastern European Countries Ridget Migrant Quotas

The Eastern European countries are expected to limit the number of migrants from the Western Balkans.

The countries are expected to limit the number of migrants from the Western Balkans, including Serbia, Montenegro, and Kosovo.

The European Union has pressured the Eastern European countries to limit the number of migrants from the Western Balkans.

Zarif to Travel to China for Major Visit

Iran’s foreign minister, Mohammad Javad Zarif, is set to arrive in China on Friday for a major visit.

The visit is expected to focus on bilateral relations and regional issues.

The meeting is expected to be held in Beijing, with a focus on trade and investments.

The visit is part of a larger strategic partnership between Iran and China, which has been growing in recent years.
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But Moscow supports the government of Assad, while the United States says its presence makes the situation worse.
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A UN-led evacuation plan has been put in place to allow for the evacuation of civilians from the besieged city of Homs.

The operation began on Friday, with the first waves of people being evacuated.

The evacuation plan has been in place for several days, but it has been met with resistance from rebel groups.

The United Nations has been calling for a cessation of hostilities in Syria, but the fighting continues.
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